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New age - ambient, smoth voices and dreaming environment of beauty,music to the self interior peace.

10 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Ambient, NEW AGE: Meditation Requiem Songs Details: Press secrete -

Anaya music REQUIEM is a new cd secreted in 2005 and it shows a matured musical profile of

arrangements, profound organize and melodies with voices too. Anaya is an unique talented artist -

Composer,performer,singer, producer, from Brasilia in Brazil, although she has an international profile

ranking of TOP Selling cds in the latin and new age genre in the ex-mp3and in many different sites in the

USA and in Europe. Interviewing Anaya is like discovering a world of artistic curiosities of a professional

musician that is also a dancer and an instrumental performer since 4 years old: an artistic prematured

genius with a sense of self-taught person, she is also educated in dance, singing, art painting, drama, and

maily in guitar, Piano, and in computers. With a Post-Doctorate in Information technologies in the

USA(Fullbright Commission researcher) and PhD in England, Anaya has been travelling all over the world

and has been performing in international hotels the pop brazilian music. She has done 35th cd as an

independent production that Anaya is very proud of. She is a virtual artist and promotes her musical work

through an internet site, where she participates in chats and email with fans to communicate with her

audience. Anaya is a member of the Grammy Recording Academy and ASCAP where she recieved an

Award Plus artist in 2004. More information: anayamusic.com planeta.terra.com.br/arte/anayamusic

ABOUT THIS CD REQUIEM Composition (music and lyrics), performance,arrangements, a production

and recording by Anaya Recorded in the AK Studio in Brasilia-DF, Brazil, from November 2004 to May

2005. Recording organize - Anaya Edition,mixing,mastering - Gustavo Dreher Musicians - Anaya Cover

creation - Anaya Interview by Anaya with the musical producer Philippe Seabra, music background by

Anaya with "Love symphony". (All rights reserved by Anaya at international level@Tania Mara Botelho,
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